
Lock up with SecurGuard &
UNLOCK A WORLD
OF SMART SECURITY
SECURGUARD IN-WALL DOOR CONTROLLER
This cloud-enabled and wireless in-wall door controller benefits businesses                                            
managing virtually any type of door including:
Electromechanical locks, magnetic locks, door strikes, automatic garage doors, manual sliding doors and beyond. 
Paired with the SecurGuard mobile app and desktop software, you can install the controller without needing to 
run a single wire for power or data and gain features such as: access from a smart device, virtual key management, 
remote unlocking, customized access schedules, motion sensor detection, activity notifications, and mesh networking 
technology allowing for two-way communication between the lock and cloud.

SECURITY, COMPLIANCE, AND PRIVACY STANDARDS
Janus customers operate in nearly every industry and region across the world, including highly
regulated industries such as utilities and government applications. The privacy and safety of our
customers is our top priority, so we ensure our products and services contain the highest level of security.

BLUETOOTH 4.0
Bluetooth smart 
encryption technology

CLOUD-BASED 
KEY TRANSFER
Keys are stored on 
secure servers to prevent 
compromising sensitive data

CRYTOGRAPHIC
KEY PROTOCOL
Keys are assigned based on
permission levels and used to 
encrypt all communication to 
and from the lock

THIRD PARTY 
TESTING
SecurGuard has passed 
rigorous third-party testing

END TO END 
ENCRYPTION
Double-secured
transmissions using end-to-end
128-bit AES encryption

CUSTOM 
SECURITY LAYER
Additional custom-built
encryption protocol prevents
Bluetooth replay attacks

CHOOSING THE BEST MODEL FOR YOUR BUSINESS
IN-WALL BATTERY POWERED
Ideal for remote locations or locations without 
existing wiring such as: construction sites, storage 
facilities, old buildings etc.

IN-WALL HARDWIRED
Ideal for locations with existing wiring and door 
locks such as: office buildings, schools, retail 
locations, etc.

To learn more about SecurGuard visit:
 JanusIntl.com/SecurGuardApp or call 480.405.5066



NOTIFICATIONS
Receive notice of movement 
in front and behind the door

MOTION SENSOR
The SecurGuard In-Wall Door Controller has a built-in front-facing motion sensor allowing for:

VIRTUAL PERIMETER
Usage of controller to create a virtual 
perimeter around your facility

AUTO WAKE
Automatic waking of controller in 
battery only applications

HEAT MAPS
Creation of heat maps showing 
areas of your facility that 
experience the most traffic

BEHIND DOOR DETECTION
Optional sensors to monitor behind
door motion allowing automatic unlocking 
from the inside when motion is sensed

ELIMINATES NEED FOR 
UNRELIABLE PARTS
Technology extends battery life 
without unattractive buttons 
or switches that are prone to            
breakage or water ingress

TOUCH SENSOR
The SecurGuard In-Wall Door Controller is equipped with a capacitive touch sensor allowing easy waking 
of battery operated units. The benefits of this include:

STREAMLINES DESIGN 
AND DURABILITY
Keeps an attractive, durable, water-
resistant design that has no set screws or 
unattractive mounting hardware.

DIMENSIONS + DURABILITY

70
m

m

8mm

100mm

Zinc Alloy
BODY

IP66
WATER RESISTANCE RATING

-40°c to 75°c / -120°f to 167°f 
OPERATING TEMPERATURE

CERTIFICATIONS

4 x 18650 RECHARGEABLE
1+ YEAR

BATTERY TYPE AND LIFE 

IN-WALL BATTERY POWERED IN-WALL HARDWIRED

With Batteries .79lbs / 12.8oz / 362g
Without .41lbs / 6.6oz / 187g

WEIGHT
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45mm

.31lbs / 4.9oz / 140g
WEIGHT

COMPATIBILITY
All SecurGuard hardware offers a wide range 
of smart device compatibility

WIRELESS CAPABILITIES
SecurGuard Security services with remote control

iOS
iPhone 4S or newer models

ANDROID
Devices with BT 4.0, Android 4.4 or newer models

AUDIT TRAILS
Cloud-storage for all audit trail data

QUICK-CLICK ACCESS
Manage quick-clicks via the SecurGuard App

MESH NETWORKING TECHNOLOGY
Allows for two-way communication between the 
lock and the cloud

Janus International Group
135 Janus International Blvd., Temple, GA 30179
JanusIntl.com

To learn more about SecurGuard visit:
 JanusIntl.com/SecurGuardApp or call 480.405.5066


